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POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR POLICY

At Willow Tree Academy we aim to deliver a curriculum that is designed to develop
children’s spiritual, moral, emotional and social skills alongside Citizenship.

We regularly review our Positive Behaviour Policy and our Restorative Practice Policy
in order for the school to work in partnership with parents and carers.

This leaflet outlines our expectations, the rewards and sanctions we employ and your
part in helping your child.

Our aim is to encourage behaviours that encourage your child to be resilient and
reflective in all areas of their learning.

All sta� who work in the school have a clear understanding of the expectations of
behaviour, dress code and care of the environment. We want our children to:
★ Be calm
★ Always be polite
★ Always be on task
★ Walk and play safely
★ Respect each other

Our children are encouraged to wear school uniform at all times. This creates an
environment of inclusion where children feel that they belong and are able to stand
out for the right reasons, not because they look di�erent. (Please refer to our uniform
list.)

To further promote the ethos, values and aims of the school each class formulates its
own set of classroom rules in September. These are displayed in the classroom. Each
Friday we hold a Special Mentions Assembly where we celebrate the achievements
(both in and out of school) of our pupils during that week.

You can support by reading this leaflet carefully with your child and discussing the
rewards and sanctions. In this way you will have a clear understanding of what we
are trying to achieve. You can be assured that the policy will be followed and that
your child’s health, safety and well-being are of prime importance to us.

We use restorative practice to support the children to understand
the e�ect that their behaviour has on others and help them to
make changes to their behaviour so that conflict can be avoided.
There are times when this approach may not be appropriate
depending upon circumstances but we find that for most children
this has positive outcomes. We ‘scale’ with children how they are
feeling every day, this enables us to gauge where support is
needed.



REWARDS
We o�er a variety of rewards, here are just a few.

● Dojos are given for a variety of reasons, tallied each week and Golden Shield
awarded

● Head Teacher’s award and certificate home
● Special mention in assembly
● Being awarded a Golden Leaf
● Note home from the teacher
● SMSAs – Golden Token resulting in a place on Golden Table
● End of year Awards Ceremony
● Praise Pod
● House points are celebrated weekly and a celebration at the end of each year

for the house with the most dojos.

SANCTIONS
We use restorative practice wherever we can, to support the children to understand
their behaviours and the impact that these have on others.

We do have additional sanctions which are applied depending on the detail of the
incident. These are in place to ensure your child’s health and safety and that of other
children and adults, and also to ensure that children are able to learn e�ectively.
Ultimately we treat all children fairly and with kindness, it is our policy to work
restoratively with children in order to ascertain the reasons for unacceptable
behaviour and support them to make changes when needed.

Children, by nature, will fall out from time to time and we
will help them to resolve their issues but bullying and
physical violence will not be tolerated.
Please be mindful that bullying is, by definition, aggressive
or insulting behaviour by an individual or group, repeated
over a period of time that intentionally hurts or harms.
Bullying can produce feelings of powerlessness, isolation
from others, undermine self-esteem and sometimes
convince victims that they are at fault. Those who bully aim
to hurt by means of force, intimidation or ridicule in order to
control others or inspire a reaction that escalates a
situation. Increasingly these incidents are being perpetrated
online and we ask that you are aware of the apps that your
child is accessing and consider whether your child has the
maturity to manage their behaviour online.

We will inform parents of significant or recurring incidents and ask that you work with
us to support your child. Persistent problems at lunchtime may result in you being
asked to take your child home at lunchtime. If an incident is deemed serious, a fixed



term exclusion may be imposed. We do not work through our sanctions in any order.
We work on the severity of the incident for which the sanction is being imposed.
We use reflective placements across Willow Tree schools, as an alternative to
exclusion, following a risk assessment. A child can spend a day or 2 at one of the
other Academy schools to give them time out to reflect on their behaviour. This is
extremely successful and in line with our Positive Behaviour Policy as an inclusive
school.

We aim always to work in partnership with parents to recognise and address
behaviour that negatively impacts on learning of your child and others.

Useful links
https://www.rockinghamji.co.uk/policies/
Here you will find copies of our Positive Behaviour Policy, Exclusion Policy and Anti Bullying Policy

https://www.rockinghamji.co.uk/2324-2/
Here you will find information to help keep your child safe online and support appropriate behaviour
online.

https://www.rockinghamji.co.uk/policies/
https://www.rockinghamji.co.uk/2324-2/

